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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECTS OF SALTS ON POLYELECTROLYTE SYSTEMS
SEPTEMBER 1999
JONATHAN A. ZISSU, M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor M. Muthukumar
The effects of salts on the behavior of polyelectrolyte systems were investi-
gated. The phase behavior of polyelectrolyte solutions in the presence of added
salt was calculated by combining the free energies due to Flory-Huggins mixing
and Debye-Hiickel electrostatics, with both terms modified for our polyelectrolyte
solutions. Using the calculated phase diagrams, we found that most results give
a typical polymer-solvent-nonsolvent phase diagram, with the solvent acting as a
"nonsolvent" (since we assume that the polymer-solvent interaction parameter,
is positive) and the dissociated salt acting as a "solvent" . However, for high charges
of the salt ions, we found a completely different phase diagram, one which can be
explained by a "salting out effect" where the addition of salt over a certain con-
centration threshold causes complete phase separation over all concentrations of
polymer and solvent. Also, the density and repulsive force profiles for a system
comprised of two parallel, planar, uncharged surfaces uniformly covered with poly-
electrolyte brushes in an electrolyte solution was calculated using a computational
V
enumeration of a one-dimensional random walk model. For large surface separa-
tions, we found three different density profiles: a Gaussian regime when k is large,
a stretched regime when k is intermediate in value, and a "pancake" regime, with
chains collapsed onto their grafted surface, when k is small. For small surface sep-
arations, the first two regimes are replaced with an interpenetrating regime, where
the density is essentially uniform across the entire region between the surfaces. For
intermediate surface separations, the repulsive force scales as exp(-AK2 D), unlike
what is expected using Gouy-Chapman theory.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
An area of growing importance in polymer science is the behavior of charged
polymers, or polyelectrolytes. Whether dealing with polyacids and polybases,
polyions and their copolymers, or polyampholytes, all of these are essentially poly-
mers which can ionize in solution, thus creating a charged polymer chain. Of course,
the charges on these chains will interact electrostatically with each other, as well as
with the counterions derived from the ionization of the charged sites on the chains.
This idea may be further extended to imply that introducing additional charged
particles to our system, such as salts, will modify these interactions. Can these
interactions be explicitly modelled and measured, and if so, how?
There are two basic methods for modelling these charged polymer systems.
First, a particular polyelectrolyte chain in our system can be monitored to see
what effect the charges along its backbone, as well as the rest of the system, has
on its configuration. Since the configuration of the chain will affect the location of
the charges along that chain, this method is a self-consistent field theory approach,
which has been used by other researchers in this area [42,45,46]. This idea is
the basis of the method used to model our polyelectrolyte brushes, consisting of
two flat, parallel surfaces covered with grafted charged chains, all immersed in a
salt solution. However, while a test chain is examined in great detail, the rest of
the system, including solvent, salt, and even other polyelectrolyte chains, are all
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grouped into a single mean-field background. In addition, while the configuration
is sought for some systems, in others the phase behavior of the system may be more
important, in which case the chain configuration is not at all useful.
Alternatively, instead of looking at a specific chain and its interactions with
itself and its surrounding environment, the system can be monitored as a whole,
accounting for all chemical species present in any relative amounts. This approach
gives a much more general picture of what is happening, as all interactions between
components will be described, not simply those between a polyelectrolyte chain
and itself or the medium. This idea is the basis of the method used to model
our p()ly(>lectrolyte solutions, with free polyelectrolyte chains immersed in a salt
solution. Although this method is the more general, some approximations must
be applied to make the theory manageable, including assuming that only pairwise
and mean-field interactions are present and that the solution has a completely
random distribution of each of the solution components. In fact, this may not be
the case, especially if specific components tend to aggregate, such as in the case of
counterion condensation. In addition, if any components are not free, such as in the
case of grafted polyelectrolyte chains, this method will be insufficient to model that
system, since all components are not equally distributed over the volume. Finally,
only the behavior of the system as a whole will be derived by this method, so it
is not possible to determine the configurations of the polymer chains or the local
distributions of other solution components in our system using this technique.
This thesis dissertation focuses on two specific systems containing charged poly-
mer and salt. Computational techniques, based upon theories specifically developed
for these systems, are used to analyze various characteristics of those systems.
Chapter 2 focuses on polyelectrolyte solutions, where all chemical species present,
including the polymer chains, are allowed to explore the entire volume of the sys-
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tern. The system is redefined in terms of a ternary solution and the phase behavior
of the system is analyzed extensively. Chapter 3 focuses on polyelectrolyte brushes,
where the polymer chains are grafted onto two flat, parallel surfaces, while the sol-
vent, salt ions, and counterions to the polymer are considered free particles. This
work is based upon the theory presented by F. von Goeler and M. Muthukumar
for the system of a single surface covered with polyelectrolyte chains [51]. Both the
density profiles for the brush and the force profile of the repulsion between these
two covered surfaces are examined.
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CHAPTER 2
POLYELECTROLYTE SOLUTIONS
2.1 Introduction
A polyelectrolyte will only ionize, thus becoming charged, if it is iinm(>is(>(l in
a solvent. In addition, it turns out that a very unusual effect is often seen m these
charged polymer systems in the presence of added salt. Various experiments on
poly(>le(;tr()lyte solutions have been perfornuHl over the years, and it is known that
if a salt-free polyelectrolyte solution is miscible, low concentrations of added salt
will not greatly affect the miscibility. fiowever, above a critical amount of salt, the
whole solution spontaneously phase separates, and the polyelectrolyte precipitates
out of solution. This property is commonly known as the "salting-out effect", and it
is also known that salt ions of higher valence are more efficient at causing this effect.
In an interesting article by Klooster, van der Touw, and Mandel [10], they (k^scribe
an experiment where they measured the reduced viscosity of a poly(acrylic acid)
solution as a function of the degree of neutralization, a', with sodium metlioxide
(CHsONa), a sodium salt of methanol. Up to a degree of neutralizaton of o;' < 0.10,
the viscosity rises normally to a maximum value at a' = 0.10. However, in the range
0.10 < a' < 0.25, they found that the viscosity drops sharply, much more than was
expected. Furthermore, they found that the viscosity at a' > 0.25 was actually
lower than at initial conditions {a' = 0.00). Although this phenomenon was not
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specifically commented upon, it is reasonable to assume that this effect could be a
result of the "salting-out effect", as described above.
Aside from experimental work, there has been some theoretical work on poly-
electrolytes. Originally, all polymer solutions were assumed to behave according
to Flory-Huggins theory [11]. This is a simple theory, assuming mean field liquid
lattice interactions between the units of the polymer, the solvent molecules, and
any other chemical species which are present in the solution, and in all pairwise
combinations. For neutral systems, further modifications of this theory [12] have
been proposed, especially in the pairwise interaction parameter, x- However, this
theory was only developed to model neutral polymers. Alternately, for solutions of
electrolytes, Debye-Hiickel theory can be applied to model the interactions between
charges in solution. However, this theory only deals with small ions, and does not
tak(> into account the neutral units which may be present on the polyelectrolyte
chains. Therefore, other theories have been proposed for polyelectrolyte solutions.
For example, Skolnick and Fixman [14] derived a theory for a single polyelectrolyte
chain in a salt solution. They assume a continuous charge distribution along a
wormlike (stiff) polymer chain. In addition, they assume that they are working
in the limit of low salt, and if this causes the chain to adopt a configuration in
the rodlike limit, then excluded volume can be ignored. In addition, the charges
interact via a screened Coulombic potential, as developed using the Debye-Hiickel
theory. By adding the electrostatic persistence length to the persistence length
in the absence of electrostatic forces, they determined the total persistence length
of the polyelectrolyte chain, which will dictate the average size of the polyelec-
trolyte. Soon after this theory was published, Odijk [15] developed his own theory
of a polyelectrolyte chain in a salt solution. His derivation was similar to Skol-
nick and Fixman 's theory, with a few improvements. He was able to generalize
his equations such that he could use any concentration of salt, which also removed
the restriction to the rodlike limit. Therefore, he also incorporated the excluded
volume of the chain in his theory. Finally, he allowed counterion condensation to
occur. This means that if the chain has a continuous charge distribution along the
chain, then the counterions (and the appropriately charged salt ions) would form a
cylindrical "halo" around the chain. Again, the calculated electrostatic persistence
length would modify the neutral persistence length to give the overall persistence
length of the chain. More recently, Muthukumar [16] has developed a new theory
of a polyel(>ctrolyte chain in solution. Instead of looking at the potential, per unit
charge, at the origin, as in Skolnick and Fixman's or Odijk's theories, he looks at
the probability distribution function of a polyclectrolyte chain of a given contour
length and end-to-end distance, which is given by the Edwards path integral. By
using a variational procedure, the configuration of the polyclectrolyte chain can
be determined in a self-consistent manner. Instead of explicitly determining the
persistence length of the chain as a function of the solution conditions, he renor-
malizes the step length into a self-consistently defined function of the properties
of the polyelectrolyte chain. This allows the use of almost any parameters in the
Hamiltonian, such as salt concentration and excluded volume, and possibly even
three-body interactions. Unfortunately, all three of these theories assumed that a
polyelectrolyte solution can be modelled by a single chain in solution, ignoring any
interchain interactions and concentrating on intrachain interactions only.
In this chapter, we investigate the phase diagrams of polyelectrolyte solutions
in the presence of salt. To this end, we propose combining the Flory-Huggins the-
ory of mixing, which will model the uncharged interactions in a ternary solution
of polyelectrolyte (with counter-ions), salt (and their derivative ions), and solvent
molecules, with Debye-Hiickel theory of electrolytes in solution, which will model
the electrostatic interactions in the solution, to give the free energy of the solution.
We can then minimize this free energy to find the coexistence curves at a given
temperature with respect to polyelectrolyte chain length, Flory interaction param-
eter between polyelectrolyte and solvent, ionization of the polyelectrolyte, and the
type of salt used.
2.2 Flory-Huggins Theory for Charged Polymers
Our system consists of a charged polymer in solution in the presence of salt,
and is pictured in Figure 2.1. As we are dealing with a multicomponent polymer
solution, the simplest starting point is the Flory-Huggins theory [11]. For our
system, we will temporarily ignore all of the charges, and simply deal with the
entropy and enthalpy of mixing of solvent molecules, polyelectrolyte molecules and
their respective counterions, and each salt ion. We will also assume that all charged
species will dissociate fully in solution. For our liquid lattice, we will define a liquid
lattice site to be the size of our solvent molecule (eg. H2O). Thus, our lattice is
defined as consisting of no sites, with each site having a size of vq = Vi, where
Vi is the molar volume of a solvent molecule. Finally, we note that all sites in
our solution will be filled with some component of our solution; empty sites, or
"holes" are not permitted in our theory. This will allow us to use number fractions
identically with number fractions of the various components.
For our system, we have a minimum of five separate components in our solu-
tion: solvent, charged polymer, polymer counterions, and at least two salt ions
after dissociation. While this can get very unruly to handle, we can remedy the
problem by categorizing all units into one of three possible types: solvent (or com-
ponent 1), polymer (component 2), or salt (component s). For the solvent, we have
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ni molecules, and we have already defined each molecule to be of unit size for our
lattice. For the polyelectrolyte, we have molecules, with each polymer chain
identically made up of N segments, where we define a "segment" to be the size of a
lattice site. In addition, when in solution, each polymer chain will have m charged
sites, each of charge which in turn will give rise, from dissociation, to a single
counterion of opposite charge
-q for each charged site, each of unit size. We will
also define the degree of ionization of the polymer to be:
m
^ = N (2-1)
or the fraction of charged segments per polymer molecule. It should be noted that
the original volume of the polymer, before dissociation, is therefore N2 = N+m, not
N2 = N as for neutral polymers. Finally, for the salt, we have molecules, which
will dissociate into 7 diflFerent ions, with each ion of unit size. If for any specific
ion 7 there are ions of that type, then the original size of a salt molecule, or the
total number of lattice sites that a salt molecule will occupy before dissociation, is
given by:
= (2.2)
ris
We will also define the fraction of each ion 7 of the salt to be:
Tys = n^/NsTis. (2.3)
It should also be noted that because of the overall electroneutrality of the salt
molecules:
E^7^7 = 0 (2.4)
7
where is the valence of ion 7 from the dissociated salt.
Now that we know the amount of each chemical species present, we can define
the total volume, or total number of liquid lattice site, for our system to be simply
8
the sum of the size of each component multipUed by the number of molecules of
that type, or:
no - ni + Nn2 + im.n^ + = ^ + (1 + I)Nn2 +E ^7 (2-5)
7
^
where the first term represents the solvent, the second and third terms the poly-
electrolyte (both the chain and counterions), and the fourth term the salt ions.
When divided by the size of the system, no, this gives us a relationship between
the mole fractions of the solvent ((/.i = ni/no), polymer (02 = A^ns/no), and salt
(f>i + {l + I)(f)2 + (l)s = l. (2.6)
It is important to note that since we treat the counterions separately from the
polyelectrolyte chain, we do not use the typical equation 0i + 02 + h = 1 as in the
case of neutral polymers. This will give a slight correction to any ternary phase
diagrams we may calculate, but in regard to plotting the results, this will have little
effect on the diagrams in the case of weakly charged polyelectrolytes (/ < 0.05).
2.2.1 Entropy of Mixing
Now that we have defined our system, we can proceed to analyze the process of
mixing. First, we will look at the entropy of our solution, which is defined by:
Q{ni,n2,INn2,T,^ riy)
Q(ni, 0, 0, 0)0(0, n2, 0, 0)17(0, 0, INn2, 0) U-y ^^(0, 0, 0, n^)_
^1 =/cB[lnfi-lnfio] (2.7)
"0-1
where Q is the number of possible configurations of the mixed system, Oq is the
number of configurations of the unmixed system, keeping each chemical species
separate from the others, and 0(ni, ^2, /A^n2, E7 n^) is the number of possible
ASm — ^filn
= kg In
oun-
configurations of placing n, solvent molecules, polymer molecules, INn, (
terioiis, and EyU^ salt ions on a lattice of no sites. Similarly, Q(ni, 0,0,0) is the
number of configurations of n, solvent molecules on n, sites, ^)(0,n.2,0,0) is the
number of configurations of 71,2 polymer molecules on Nn2 sites, J^(0, 0, //Vns, 0)
is the number of configurations of INn^ = nw^ counterioris on INn^ sites, and
Q(0, 0, 0, n^) is the number of conhgurations of salt ions of typ(> 7 ou sites.
It is easy to see that in the case of identical small ions hllmg a volume, there
is only on(> way to place the niol(>cules: one on (;ach site until full. This means
that i2(7/,, 0,0,0) = U(0,0,/iVn2,0) = f)(0,0,0,n^) = 1, which means that we can
define n = Q(n,
,
77,2, INn2, "'7) and = 11(0, n2, 0, 0).
In ()rd(>r to calculate 0, we must see how each separate component is adchnl
to our li(iuid lattice, beginning with the polymer chains. Let us define Vi as the
number of ways to place the a^'^' i)olymer chain onto our lattices of n,, sites, assuming
that / - 1 chains have already been placed. Furthermore, we will assunu; that the
units of these chains are randondy distributed on our lattice, which is oft(ui r(!ferred
to as the "mean field approximation". Thus, the total number of possible ways of
placing n2 identical chains on our lattice, which we will call Q2, i« given by:
"2 =
-7n'A = ;ri n (2.8)
Once the polymer chains have been placed on our lattice, the remaining avail-
able lattice sites can be filled, in turn, by solvent molecules, polymer counterions,
and salt ions. By combinatorics, the total numlxn- of ways of placing these small
molecules, each of unit size, on the no - iVn-2 remaining sites, which we will call
is given by:
(nQ-yVn2)!
. .
' n,\{INn,)\U,M' ^ ' ^
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Therefore, we can see that:
^
niW{INn,)\U^{n,\) Q (2.10)
We must now calculate u,+, for our system. If there are i chains that have
already been placed, then we know that Ni sites are occupied, and the fraction of
filled sites, which we label as /j, is given by:
. Ni
= ^ (2-11)
and from the mean field approximation, we will assume that these sites are ran-
domly distributed throughout the system. When we place the first segment of the
(i + If^' chain into this system, there are no - Ni available sites. If we assume that
each site in our liquid lattice hase z nearest-neighbors, then the second segment
of the chain must occupy one of the adjoining sites to that of the first segment.
However, we must also take into account that some of the sites are already filled by
segments of previously placed chains, so the second segment will have a choice of
^(1 - fi) possible sites, where (1 - /j) is the fraction of unfilled sites in our system
after i chains have already been placed. Similarly, the third segment must be placed
in an unoccupied nearest-neighbor to the second segment, with the exception of the
site occupied by the first segment. This gives a choice of {z — 1)(1 - f^) sites for
the third segment. Each succeeding segment will have a similar choice to the third,
or {z — — fi) possible sites. Since each chain is made up of A'^ segments, the
number of ways of placing the (z + l)^Ms then the product of each of these steps,
or:
i^r+i = (no - Nt)z{z - - .hf-\ (2.12)
Since we are using a liquid lattice, we can assume that each site has a large number
11
of nearest-neighbors, or z « 2 - 1, and substituting (2.11) we find
-2-l\^-l
z/Hi = (no - Nif
no
(2.13)
which may then be substituted into (2.10).
We can see that in order to calculate the entropy of mixing, we need to take
the logarithm of Q. First, we can see that:
In n '^^+1 ={N- 1)^2 In [^-^j + ^ E Hno - Ni) (2.14)
where the first term arises from the i-independent prefactor of i/^+i. If we have a
sufficiently large number of chains in our solution, we can approximate the sum in
our second term by an integral:
n-> - 1
In n = (A^-l)n2ln +^/ di\^{n^-N^)
j_o \ no / h
= (TV - l)n2 In [-— + no In no - no -
V no /
(no - Nn2) ln(no - Nn2) + (no - iVna). (2.15)
Next, for the logarithm of the prefactor to W^u we will use Sterling's approxima-
tion, which states:
\^X\^X\ivX -X (2.16)
for sufficiently large values of A"". By using (2.15) and (2.16), and taking the loga-
rithm of (2.10), we find:
Infi = nolnno - no - ni Inni + ni - n2 lnn2 + n2 - /A^n2 In(/A^n2)
+
/iVn2 - n-, In + 5] + {N - l)n2 In (^^) • (2-17)
It should be noted that the nQ-Nn2 terms arising from z/^+i and (no- A^7?-2)! cancel
each other out. Similarly, for the Qo term in (2.7), we can use the same technique
as in i^, except that only the polymer chains are present. For this case, we will
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assume that n, = n, = 0, that there are no counterions to the polymer, and that
the total size of the system is therefore no = Nn,. Substituting these values into
(2.10), we find a similar expression for Qq:
77,2-1
^° ^ ^ n ^:+i (2.18)
where:
.l, = iNn,-mf[^y-\ (2.19)
Following the procedure outlined above, taking the logarithm of (2.18) yields:
InJlfj = Nn2\n{Nn2) - Nn2 - nslnris + n2 + (A^ - l)n2ln
. (2.20)
V Nn2 )
We can now substitute (2.17) and (2.20) into (2.7). If we expand no by applying
(2.5), (ixpand all logarithms, cancel out appropriate terms, and regroup appropriate
logarithms, we find an initial expression for the entropy of mixing:
—JL ^ In 0^ - n2 In 02 - INn2 ln(/(/)2) -J^n^ln 0^. (2.21)
We will finally rewrite this equation solely in terms of the mole fractions of our
three basic components, by using r^s and no and noting that ^7^75 = 1, to find
our final expression for the entropy of mixing:
A5m
-
-no
02
01 In 01 + — In 02 + 702 hi(/02) +
kB
0s(ln0, + X1^75 Inr^,) (2.22)
2.2.2 Enthalpy and Free Energy of Mixing
We now turn our attention to the enthalpy of mixing for our system. First, we
will assume that only the non-ionic interactions will be important. This allows us
to ignore all interactions involving the counterions and salt ions for this calculation,
13
and only tho polymor segments and solvent molecules will be considered. Charge
interactions (both charge-charge and dielectric) will be dealt with separately. Also,
we will again assume that mean field theory applies for this calculation, as in the
entropy calculation. Finally, w(> will assume that only nearest-neighbor interactions
are important for the enthalpy of mixing, where we will again us(> the sam(> li(iuid
lattice as described above.
As we are only consid(!ring non-ionic interactions of polymer and solvent mok^cules,
there are only three possible interaction pairs: solvent-solvent, polymer-polymer,
and solvent-polymer. Let us defines w,, as the encugy of interaction between two
nearest-neighbor solvent molecules, uj-^ as the energy of interaction between two un-
conne( t(«d ti(!arest-neighbor polymer segments, and ujy^ as the energy of interaction
between a solvent molecule and a polynuir segment which are nearest-neighbors.
We will first look at the unmixed system (i.e. pure; solvent and pur(> polymer).
Since there are Ui solvent molecules on iii sites before mixing, there will b(> ^2//,
solvent-solvent interactions, where z is again the number of nearest-neighbors in
our licjuid lattice, and the factor of | is used to avoid double-counting interactions
between id(>ntical molecules. Similarly, since there are Nn2 polymer segm(!nts on
Nn2 sites before mixing, there will be \{z - 2)Nn2 polymer-polymer interactions,
where we now use {z - 2) instead of z because of the connectivity of the polymer,
ignoring any chain ends.
Now we will look at our mixed system. It should be noted that although we
are only considering solvent and polym(?r molecules, the size of our mixed system is
still /?(). If we look at a site with a polymer segment, then on average;, there will be
(z- 2)(j)] nearest-neighbor solvent molecules, where 01 is the fraction of sites (out of
Ho total sites) filled with a solvent molecule in the mixed state, and the {z - 2) pref-
actor takes into account the connectivity of the polymer, as in the unmixed state.
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Since thoro is a total oi Nn2 polymor segments in our solution, the average number
of i)olymor-solvent interactions will ho given hy {z ~ 2)<l>,Nn2. Similarly, there
will be i2;0,n, solvent-solvent interactions and ^{z - 2)<A,iVn, polymer-polymer
interactions, on average. Again, the factor of i is us(h1 to avoid double-counting
interactions between two identical units.
If wv. again assume that z is sufficiently large, as in tlu; (>ntropy calculations, ihvn
we can replace {z - 2) by z. This assumption has the added benefit of taking tlu;
chain ends of th(! polymor into account in any further calculations. The (uithalpy
of mixing is then given by the change in energy botwo(ni the mixed and unniix(«{l
states, or:
AHm = {z(i)\N 11200n + ^2('Ainia;ii + \z(l)2N1120022) -
(-zn,a;,, + -zNn2UJ22)
= Z(j)iNn2UJi2 + ^Z(l)iUJu (^h ~
^
j + )^Z(f)2UJ22 i^n2 -
= Z(l)iNn2U0\2 + ]:Z(j)iuj\
,
{Nn2 + INn2 + ^ n^) +
^ 7
\z(l>2UJ22{ni + INn2 + J] n^). (2.23)
Sinc(> wo hav(! already stated that we will ignore all countcM-ions and salt ions, wo
will a,ssuni(> that w(^ can ignore all terms beyond the hrst in bot h sets of paronthoses
in the last ociuation. This then gives us:
AHm = z(f)iNn2UJi2 - ^20iiVn2a;ii - ^2;02"'i'^22
If w(^ define Alj to be the energy lost in making a pair of polymer-solvent interac-
tions from a solvent-solvent interaction and a polymer-polymer interaction, or:
Auj = L0\ \ + UJ22 - 2a;i2 (2.25)
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and defining the Flory interaction parameter (x) as:
B
we can rewrite (2.24) to give us our final expression for tlie enthalpy of mixing:
X'^-00102- (2.27)
Th(! hvxi energy of mixing is defined in terms of the entropy and enthalpy of
mixing to l>e:
AGm = A//m-TA5a,. (2.28)
Instead of using this expression, it is more useful to calculate a dimensionless free
energy per site:
AGM
ksT site no V ksT ) no V kuT kn ) ^ '
Upon substituting (2.22) and (2.27) into (2.29), we arrive at our final expression
for th(? free energy of mixing for our system:
AGm
kiiT
= (/)iln(A, +-|ln02 + /02ln(/(j62) +
site 'V
(/),(ln0, + ^r^.lnr^,) + XM2. (2.30)
2.3 Debye-Hiickel Theory for Charged Polymers
So far, we have dealt with the free energy of mixing while ignoring the effects
of the charges in the system. We will now turn our attention to the electrolytic
properties of a polyelectrolyte solution in the presence of salt. To this end, we will
use a modified version of the Debye-Hiickel theory for a solution of small-molecule
electrolytes [13], as this is probably the simplest theory for a solution of charges.
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We will also use the variables as defined above, as well as (2.1)-(2.6) from that
section. Finally, we will assume the polymer chain to be a single large unit of total
size N and total charge mg, to make our conversions from number densities to
volume fractions of each component a bit easier.
2.3.1 Pair Distribution Function and Debye Screening Length
Let us consider a solution of charged particles, which we will label as a,
and so forth. It should be noted that there will be at least two ions, as any salt
molecule must dissociate, in solution, into at least one negatively charged ion for
each positively charged ion, and vice versa. In addition, the overall electroneutrality
of the solution must hold not only for the salt molecules, but for all charged species,
including charges arising from the polyelectrolyte. In terms of the number densities
of these ions, this gives us:
(2.31)
7
where rg is the number density of ion 7 in solution, is the valence of that ion,
and e is the charge of a single electron. In this equation, 7 may represent a salt
ion, a charged polymer molecule, or a counterion to the charged polymer. Finally,
it should also be noted that the relation between the number density and volume
fraction of a particular component is:
(f)y = YlNryP^ (2.32)
where (f)^ is the volume fraction of a particular component, Vi is both the molar
volume of a solvent molecule and the size of a volume element, as defined above
for the Flory-Huggins theory, and A^^ is the size of the specified component.
Let us pretend that we are working with only two charges suspended in a vac-
cuum. Therefore, there is nothing that will diminish the Coulombic interaction
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between the two ions. If we specify ion a to be at the origin of our coordinate sys-
tem, then ion /5 must be at some position faway from the origin. The probabiHty
that the ions are at a distance of r = \f\ from each other, which we will call 7^,, is
then given by Boltzmann statistics:
ipair) = exp (2.33)
where P = ^ when not used as a subscript. It is easy to see that while this has
been developed for ion a at the origin and ion /5 at r, the same equation may also
be applied to ion ft at the origin and ion a at f, by symmetry. We can generalize
this equation for any number of charges in any medium:
7/ja(r) = exp[-/5eZ^$«(r)] (2.34)
where <I>Q(r) represents the electric potential at f due to the ion of type a at the
origin, all the other ions in the solution, and the effect of the medium through its
dielectric constant, e. It is important to note that since the direction of displace-
ment of ion j3 is unimportant, $Q(r) will depend only upon its distance from the
origin, not the direction. This is especially true in the case of mean field theory,
which we will again assume to hold for our system. While the probability distri-
bution function is a useful quantity, a more useful quantity to calculate is the pair
distribution function, Uaf}, which is defined as:
nap = PaPplpa (2-35)
and is again only dependent upon the distance between ion a, at the origin, and
ion /3, away from the origin.
First, we must find the expression for electric field in our system, $n(^), due to
an ion a at the origin and all other ions throughout the system. For this theory, we
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will assnrnn that Poisson electrostatics is valid on all \v.ngih scak.s, inchuliiig thv.
microscopic. While this assumption is arguable, our mean field theory assumption
makes this choice fairly straightforward. This assumption allows us to (l,>nn(^ the
electric fiekl in terms of the charge density:
V'^>«(r) =
-^(ia{r) (2.3G)
where (i,,{r) is iho. charge density at a distance of r from the origin, and is defined
by:
(Ur) = eZJ{r) + <-^'ylhl'r<^{r) (2.37)
7
wher(> ^"(7 ) is the Dirac delta function about the origin. The first term of this
(Hjuation repres(!nts tlu; charge density due to the ion (y at the origin, whil(> the
second iv.nn represents all other ions in our system, away from th(> oiigin at a
distance of r. Substituting (2.34) and (2.37) into (2.36), we find:
Atcg Attc
\/'<K{r) = ZJ{r) '-J2ZyP^Gxi)[-ftcZ^^l\,{r)]. (2.38)
Then* is a slight prohhun with this {h^finition, however. At Ihv start, arbi-
trarily (U^liiied ion (y to hv. at tlui origin, with all other ions elsewhere. However,
this coordinate system should not affect the electric field at any point, no matter
what ion we defined to exist at the origin. Therefore, we would like to remove our
dependences of the electric field on the type of ion at the origin, and therefore on
the vahuice of that ion. In order to make our equations agr(H^ with this, w(^ note
that at e(iuilil)rium, the probability (listril)ution function should not depend upon
which of the two interacting ions is at the origin; only the. distance bc^tween those
ions will determine the probability distribution. In other words:
7^a(r) - l<Ar) (2-39)
Zf^Kir) = Z,/IV,(r). (2.40)
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We will therefore define our electric field, by using (2.40), as:
^(^) = ^^-('0 (2.41)
where <b{r) is independent of the type of ion at the origin. Rewriting (2.38) in
terms of our coordinate-independent electric field, we find:
V Mr) = -—-6{r)
--^J2Z,P,Gxp[-f^eZ,Mr)]. (2.42)
Unfortunately, since $(r) is defined self-consistently above, we can see that our
expr(!ssi()n is not independent of Z^, thus contradicting our assumption.
Obviously, something more must be done to make our electric fields independent
of the ion at the origin. In order to do this, we must assume that the electric fields
in our system are weak, which corresponds to a dilute electroyte solution. If this is
true, then we can expand the exponential term in (2.42) with a Taylor series about
a point (T>(7 ) = 0:
dnrp AiTP
V^cl>(,) =
_-_5(r)---^Z,/;,[l-/ieZ,c^(r)]
A-ne Aire ^
^E ZIp,^ 'Hr) (2.43)
and by using (2.31), we can eliminate the second term, giving:
VH{r) = ——6{r) + KH^ir) (2.44)
where k is called the Debye screening length, and is defined as:
e
^
It is easy to see that (2.44) is now explicitly independent of Z^, agre(ung with our
previous assumption.
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In order to solve this equation, we first note that as we move away from a
charge, the electric field arising from that charge drops off sharply. Similarly, as
we move away from our solution, the overall electric field arising from the charges
will be minimal, or:
^(r) 0 as r ^ CO (2.46)
which in turn allows us to use Fourier transformations to solve our equations.
Transforming our equation and regrouping terms, we find:
= ^W:rZ^ (2-47)
Aire 1
—
#
where A; is the wave vector which is conjugate to f, and k = \k\. We now use this
expression in our reverse Fourier transformation, using spherical coordinates:
= 8^%/„ ''^/-/^^/„ F + K,^ (2.48)
where (f) represents the polar angle, x = cos^, where 9 represents the azimuthal
angle, and i = V-l- Since (2.47) depends only on /c, and using complex contour
integration, we eventually find:
$(r) = —exp{-f^r). (2.49)
er
Finally, substituting (2.49), (2.41), and (2.34) into (2.35), we find our final expres-
sion for Uap'
1 exp[— Kr) (2.50)
ST
where we have expanded in a Taylor series about ^{r) = 0, as we did for (2.43)
Again, since we assume a dilute electrolyte solution, this expansion is permitted.
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2.3.2 Excess Electrostatic Free Energy
Now that wc know n,^, we can calculate the free energy of our syst,erii arising
from the charges. Let us define M as the total number of particles in our system:
M = ^M, + M„ (2.51)
7
when^ Mo = n, is the iiumbor of solvc^it molecules and Zy is the total number
of charged particles in our system, including the salt ions, polyeletrolyte molecules
as a whole, and counterions to the polymer. We will define our partition function,
Zm^ as:
3M
2
where p is the average mass of a particle, li, is Planck's constant, and Qm is the
conhgurational integral for our system:
Qm =
^ ^ I
dri • d'CM exp{-fjUM) exp(-/:/AVM). (2.53)
Here, Um reprc^sents all non-Coulombic long-ranged interactions in our system,
Vm = Z!i>j
~T~^ represents the Coulombic interactions between all possible pairs
of charged particles, and A represents the strength of the Coulombic interactions,
where A = 1 refers to all charges interacting normally and A = 0 refers to all charges
"turned off" in the system. We will denote A = 0 as our "reference system", and
the partich^s will interact without their usual charges.
We can write the electrolytic free energy \h'v unit volunu^ in terms of our i)ar-
tition function:
— =
--T^lnZM (2.54)
novi pnoVi
where noVi is the total volume of the system as defined for the Flory-Huggins
calculations. As in the case of our Flory-Huggins calculations, how(>v(>r, w(^ do not
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want tho electrostatic free energy, bnt the excess electrostatic free energy relative
to our reference system, with all charges turned off:
^Fe
_
Fe F°
'/"''OVi noVi noVi
=
-J^^[^^QM{X = l)-\nQM{X = i))] (2.55)
wh(!re the prefactor of (2.52) drops out conveniently. If we define Fe{X) = In Qm(A),
it is easy to see from (2.53) that:
1 ^Fe{X)
^ 1
./• df]--- dr-MYM exp(-/j[/M) exp(-/jAFM)
novi dX novi / df\ drl, qxy>{-(5Um) exp(-/AVM)
1 (AVm)a
novi A
where (• • )x is the average over probability distribution:
(2.56)
Pm(A) =
exp(-/j[/M)exp(-/jA\/M)
57)
^ i't^n • • •^irMexp(-/:;[/M)exp(-/^AVW)'
We can now rewrite (2.55) in terms of an integral over A, using (2.56), to get:
S = "j^'"""^' = t/./'.-EAK..(.).,.,(.;A) (2.58)
oi,p
where the sum is over all charge pairs in the system, with the factor of
^
to avoid
double-counting, and na^(r; A) is the pair distribution function derived from (2.57),
not (2.50).
At this point, we need to make two important assumptions. First, we note
that since J/m is mainly seen through the dielectric constant of the solvent, we can
instead rewrite our pair Coulombic interaction term, Vap, as:
(2.59)
ap ^^af5
and tak(^ Um = 0. While there is no direct proof why this assumption should be
valid, it is necessary to make this assumption for our calculations. Second, we
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would like to use as derived in (2.50) instead of from (2.57). If we define:
^"2/0X7 "^'^ >^^^0ir)nap{r; A) (2.6O)
where V^p is our new screened potential, defined by (2.59), and n„^(r; A) is the pair
distribution function for the screened potential V^^p with Um = 0. We will now
assume:
AFe AFe (2.61)
{Pa} ^ 0 (2.62)
which is asymptotically valid in the limit of highly dilute solutions. Upon compar-
ison of h„fi{r] A) with the desired Uapir) from (2.50), we find:
fiaffir] X = I) = nap{r) (2.63)
and for the charges not fully "turned on", or 0 < A < 1, we can use a formal
transformation of (2.50):
^ Ae^ (2.64)
Now we can substitute (2.64) and (2.50) into (2.60) to get:
novi 2 Jo X J ^ er
pXe'^ZaZp 1
1 exp(— A2«;r)
er
(2.65)
and using (2.31), this integral simplifies to give us an expression for the excess
electrostatic free energy for our system:
AFe AFe K^keT
ngVi noVi 127r
where as an analogy to (2.30), ^ =^ = AG^I^jte
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(2.66)
2.4 Polyelectrolyte Solutions and Phase Diagrams
Because the mixing free energy and electrostatic free energy, as we have derived
above for our system, were developed to be independent of one another, we assume
that we can simply add the two energies together to get the overall free energy of
our system:
AG AGM
+^
site f^'sT
(2.67)
Sitesite I^bT
with our reference state taken to be unmixed and electrically neutral. If we sub-
stitute (2.30) and (2.66) into (2.67), we arrive at our final expression for the free
energy of our polyelectrolyte solution:
AG
= 01 In 01 + In 02 + /02 ln(/02) +
site -'v
05(ln0, + ^r^,lnr^,) + -^ (2.68)
J iZTT
where may be defined in terms of the volume fractions of the three basic compo-
nents of our system by substituting (2.32) into (2.45):
=
-^[(E Z%s)(l>s + Iq\m + 1)02]. (2.69)
For the equation for /s:, the first term represents the contribution of the salt ions,
while the second term represents the contribution of both the charged polymer, of
total size A'^ and total charge mq, and the counterions to the polymer, each of size
1 and charge q.
Now that we have an expression for the free energy of our solution, we can
calculate our phase diagrams, given particular values for TV, m, x, ^Jf^^, ^nd values
of and r^s for each salt ion. The normal way to do this is to calculate the chemical
potential, for each separate chemical species, with respect to its reference state:
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0 dAG
/^i-Mi = ~—
on I
0 dAG
^ (2.70)
'2
0 dAG
and for two separate compositions in phase equilibrium, we will solve the following
set of equations:
/^i = fi'i
= 1^2 (2.71)
Unfortunately, when we tried to use this method to calculate our phase diagrams,
the only points that we were able to find that satisfied these equations were homo-
geneous points, or 0i — (()[, 02 = 02, and 0., = 0'^. While these points are obviously
viable solutions to our equation, they do not give us any useful data with which we
can find a phase-separated region of our phase diagram.
Another method is needed, therefore, to find the two-phase region (or regions)
of our diagram. In order to solve this problem, we use the reverse of our original
idea; instead of trying to find a stable tie line in a two-phase region by using our
equations, we will instead begin with a random tie line and use our equations to
make it stable. An example of an initial tie line is given in Figure 2.2. Each tie
line is based on a legal composition, represented by a point which we will call C.
The tie line is then drawn through this point, extending a length of a away from
C to one side, ending at a point we will call B, and a length of b to the other side,
ending at a point we will call A. Finally, the tie line makes some angle with the
horizontal (solvent) axis, which we will call 9i. It should be noted that the other
two angles are closely related to Oi] if we want to find the angle the tie line makes
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with tho. polymer axis, we find 62 = 6,+ |. Using a, b, and ()„ we can calculate
the compositions at points A and B, given the composition at C:
A2 = C2-6sin^2
Bi = C\ — asin^i
B2 = C2 + asinf^2
(2.72)
(2.73)
(2.74)
(2.75)
where = represents the mole fraction of component 1 (solvent) at point A,
and again O2 =^ 0\+f. The mole fraction of the third component of any point can be
found by ai)i)lying our boundary equation, (2.G). The free energy of a homogeneous
mixture at a given composition, say point C, is then given by (2.68), and th(> free
energy of a phase separated mixture, F(a,
^/j ), with our tie line through point C
with endpoints A and D, is given by the lever rule:
(2.76)
where the mole fractions at A and D are both dependent on point C and tlu; angle
^1, as wvW as b and a, respectively. Now we can calculate the change in the free
energy of the "phased" system as we change one of the three tie line variables:
da
'db
[G{A) - cm
sin^i
I I
+ sm^2
a + b
dG
X
dcf)
^{a + b)\
G{A) + G{B)] +
2/ B.
a
(2.77)
.a + b
X
dfi
sin 61
ab
a + b
cos O2
dG
dcj)
sin
^1 A
dG
(2.78)
cos 0
dG
dG\
_
/dG
dG
d(i)
-il A d(h I II
(2.79)
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where (^)^ is the partial derivative of the homogeneous free energy with respect
to 01, evaluated at point B.
By using (2.77)-(2.79), we can now find the most stable tie line through point C
by minimizing the free energy of the tie line through that point. After minimization,
we will find one of two possible outcomes for the tie line. If the tie line shrinks
to a point, corresponding to a = 6 = 0, then we have found a homogeneous point
in our system at point C, and we need to find another starting point. On the
other hand, if we find a non-zero length tie line, we can begin our search for the
next tie line near our previous one, but at some small distance away. By moving
a small distance from the previous tie line each time, we will eventually generate
the two-phase region containing the initial point C. The only limitations to this
method is that regions of more than two phases are not easily distinguished, as we
use tie lines explicitly in our calculations, and small two-phase regions are fairly
difficult to find unless you already know where they should appear.
2.5 Polyelectrolyte Solution Simulations and Analysis
As a starting point, we used a reference system consisting of a polyelectrolyte
chain consisting of 1000 segments, of which only one will become ionized in solution
with a valence of +1. The added salt will be a symmetric binary salt of valence ±1,
such as NaCl. With the addition of a few additional parameters, we determined
our parameter values for our initial simulation:
N = 1000,m = l , fy = l,x = 1.00
Za = +l,Zp = -1 , r^, =0.5,r;3, = 0.5
-^ = 0.119
2evi
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where the last parameter given is based upon the solvent dielectric properties and
the temperature. The result of this simulation can be seen in Figure 2.3, where
each calculated tie line is shown. The shape of the curve is very reminiscent of a
polymer-solvent-nonsolvent (P-S-NS) ternary phase diagram, with the salt as the
"solvent" and the solvent as the "nonsolvent"
. This makes sense, as the high value
chosen for x means that our solvent is a poor solvent, while the effective binary
interaction parameter between the salt ions and the polymer is very low, which
only arises indirectly through the k term. Also, the diagram is smooth as we go
between tie lines, meaning that there are probably no regions of the phase diagram
with three or more phases in equilibrium, which our program would probably show
as a region of chaotic tie lines. Figure 2.3 will be the reference diagram for all
comparisons between phase diagrams, at least for our initial results.
Now that we have a basis for comparison, let us look at the effect of the poly-
mer parameters on the phase behavior. If we change the interactions between the
polymer and the solvent, X) we would expect the two-phase region to grow and
shrink as we increase and decrease x, respectively. As shown in Figure 2.4, we do,
in fact, see this happening in our simulations, as expected. This is not surprising
at all, since Flory-Huggins theory alone would predict this result. Similarly, if we
change the length of the polymer, A^, we would expect the two-phase region to
grow and shrink as we make the chain longer and shorter, respectively. In our
simulations, as we reduce the chain length, as shown in Figure 2.5, we recover this
behavior. Again, simple Flory-Huggins theory would predict this behavior. We
also tried to simulate chains of length 10, 15, and 20 segments, at different values
of X, and found similar results to those seen in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The results
from = 10 are shown in Figure 2.6. However, while this is what we would expect
from a simple mean field theory, the shortness of the chains make the location of
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the charged segment very important, and the smearing of the charge over the whole
chain becomes an unsupportable assumption. Therefore, all simulations of short
chains are inherently suspect.
In addition to the nonionic parameters for the polymer, we also looked at the
effect of the charge of the polymer by varying the number of sites that are charged,
m, and varying the charge of the ionized site and counterion, q. For the number
of sites, we generated the results shown in Figure 2.7. As we can see, it seems
that increasing the charge of the chain makes the solution more miscible. When
we change the charge of the sites and counterions, as opposed to the number of
charged sites, and assuming only one ionized site (m = 1) per chain, we find no
discernable change in the diagram from Figure 2..3. If we increase the number of
ionized sites to m = 10, however, we find that high charges of the sites (such as
q = 4) make the solution more immiscible, not more miscible, as shown in Figure
2.8. While the charge of the ionized sites cannot normally reach such high values,
the theoretical results seem to contradict our finding of increased miscibility for
increased charge on the polymer. It turns out that the reason for the discrepancy
is because the important characteristic here is not the total charge on the chains,
but the charges of the mobile counterions. When the number of charged sites on
the chain were increased, as in Figure 2.7, we assumed that the charge of each
site will not change, and therefore the counterions to the chain will still have the
same charge. However, when we increased the charge of the sites, and therefore
the counterions, the situation is somehow changed. A more detailed explanation
for this will be discussed shortly.
Now that we have looked at the eflfect of the polymer on the phase behavior of
our solutions, we will next turn our attention to the eff"ect of the added salt. Our
original parameters assumed a lightly charged, symmetric salt. If we instead use
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a symmetric salt of valence Z, = ±2, such as MgSO^, we find that our solution is
more iiiiiriiscible, as shown in Figure 2.9a. However, upon a more careful analysis
of the new phase diagram, we find that the two-phase region has not simply grown
proportionally larger, as we saw for increased x in Figure 2.4, but has instead
stretched up and to the right, toward the polymer/salt axis. While this seems to
be a minor effect, it is a completely reproducible result. If we use an valence of ±3,
such as AIPO4, we find a phase diagram, as shown in Figure 2.9b, which is unlike
any previous diagram generated. Obviously, the mobile ions have a large effect on
the phas(^ diagram when they have a high valence. If we use an asymmetric salt
instead of a symmetric one, we can look at the effect of the concentration of various
(:harg(!s on tin; phase diagrams. For example, for a salt of valence +1/-2, such as
Na2SO/i, or +1/-3, such as Na.-jPO^, we find diagrams which arc virtually identical
to our original salt, as shown in Figure 2.1{)a-b. This shows that even if an ion
has a high valence, a large concentration of low-valence ions will overshadow the
effect of the high-valence ions. This also helps to explain the effect of the charged
chains, since a large molecule with many charged sites will be more miscible in our
solutions if the sites (and counterions) have a low valence, and less miscible if those
sites are highly charged. Also, similar to our ±2 and ±3 salts, we can use a salt
of valence +2/-3, such as Mg3(P04)2 to find a diagram as shown in Figure 2.10c.
As we might expect, the diagram falls somewhere between those of valence ±2 and
±3 and shows us that the diagram is still smooth over all ranges of mole fractions.
W(> have yet to explain how the new phase diagram comes about. To answer
this question, we looked at the effect of x on the +2/-3 salt diagram, as shown
in Figur(> 2.11. As the polymer and solvent become more chemically compatible
(i.e. lower x), the single large two-phase region pinches together in the middle,
creating two smaller two-phase regions. This eflFect is most evident in Figure 2.11c.
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The rcgioi, protruding from the polymer/solvent axis, at the bottom of the dia-
gram, corresponds to our original P-S-NS diagram that we observed in our original
solutions. The other two-phase region looks similar to the first region, with the
exception that it is protruding from the polymer/salt axis. This shows that higher
charges of the free ions from the salt causes our mixture to Ik; more immiscible,
especially for high concentrations of those ions. In fact, even if the polymer and
solvent become miscible (x < 0.5), causing the lower two-phase region to disappear,
the upper region will remain, as shown in Figure 2. lid. Conveniently, this theory
is also a valid explanation of what was shown in Figure 2.8 for increasing charge
of t,li(> coimterions. As we increase the charge of the counterions, the system was
more immiscible, especially when we increased the concentration of the counterions
by increasing tin; numb(!r of ionizing sites on tlu; polymer. In fact, this is probably
the origin of the "salting-out effect" mentioned in the introduction.
2.6 Conclusions
This chapter examines the phase behavior of a polyelectrolyte solution in the
presence of added salt. We assume that mean-field behavior will occur, allowing us
to use the Flory-Huggins and Debye-Hiickel theories to model the nonionic and ionic
interactions, respectively. Ternary phase diagrams are calculated for a multitude
of variations on our base system.
We have modeled the system of a polyelectrolyte in a solvent in the presence of
salt as a t(>rnary system, using Flory-Huggins theory to model the nonionic inter-
actions and Debye-Hiickel theory to model the electrostatic interactions of the salt
ions, charged polymer chains, and counterions to those chains. For low charges in
the system, we see a phase diagram similar to Flory's P-S-NS phase diagram, with
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our salt acting like Flory's "solvent" and our solvent acting like Flory's "nonsol-
vent". If w(! change the size of the polymer chains or the interaction between the
polymer and the solvent, we see effects identical to those of an uncharged system.
However, changing the charges in the system can have a dramatic effect on the
phas(! Ixihavior. For the charges on the polymer, increasing the number of charged
sites will make the system more stable, due to the increased number of counte-
rions of charge 1. If we instead change the charge of the salt ions, we can hnd
a new "salting out" phase diagram, where above a certain concentration of salt,
the system is completely phase separated, again due to the increased charges of
tlu! free ions in the system. We have also varied our previous parameters for our
ii(!w diagram to find out more information about the true nature of this new phase
behavior. It turns out that this new diagram comes from a combination of two
separates two-phase regions, one at the low solvent limit, and the other at the low
salt limit. As we increase the interaction parameter for the two-region diagram,
we see these two regions stretch towards one another, eventually joining and filling
out to form a single two-phase region, which eventually touches the 02 = 0.0 axis,
as we have already seen.
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Solvent Salt Ions Polyelectrolyte Counterion
Figure 2.1. Pictorial representation of a polyelectrolyte solution. For the charges in
the system, the squares represent the various salt ions, while the circles represent
the charges on the polyelectrolyte chain and their corresponding counterions.
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Figurr 2.2. ( Iraphical r(^i)r(\S(Mi(,aii()n ol^v liiH\ as dc^liiuHl in our (U)ini)ulal it>na
roiiUiK^s. Any liiu^ t,lir()U}:,li a, |)()iMt C can Uc (h^liiuMl In- t in* Wwvc paiaiiuMiMs (/
and 0.
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Figure 2.3. Phase diagram for = 1000, m = 1, g = 1, X = 1-0, and a salt of
type X+y-, sucli as NaCl. This diagram is taken as our reference point, and
axes are the same for all further phase diagrams presented.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4. Phase diagrams for various polymer-solvent interaction parameters
(a) X = 0.6. (b) X = 2.0.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5. Phase diagrams for various polymer chain lengths, (a) N = 200
(b) N = 50.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6. Phase diagrams for — 10 and various polymer-solvent interaction
parameters, (a) x = 1-2. (b) x = 2.0.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figun^ 2.7. Phase diagrams for diffbront luunhcrs of ionized sites i)er chain,
(a) rn = 5. (b) m = 10. (e) m = 20. Note that the nuinlxu- of i()niz(>(l sites
per chain has no effect on the 0,, 0.0 Hiriit of the two-phas(> n^gion.
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(a) (b)
Fi^un" 2.9. Phase diagrams for increased charfi.e of salt, ions, (a) = 2, sncii as
MgSO^. (b) = 3, such as AIPO4.
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(a)
Figure 2.10. Phase diagrams for asymmetric salts, (a) {X+)2Y'^-, such as Na2S04.
(b) {X+):iY^', such as Na3P04. (c) {X^+UY^-)2, such as Mg,(P04)2. Note that
the diagram in (c) shows the "salting-out effect" described in the text.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.11. Phase diagrams for various values of x for the new (Uagram (see
Figure 2.10c). (a) x = 1-2. (b) X = 0-8. (c) x = 0.6. (d) x = 0-3.
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CHAPTER 3
POLYELETROLYTE BRUSHES
3.1 Introduction
So far, we have been discussing solutions of free polyelectrolyte chains and
salt in a solvent. This is only one area of interest, however. For example, colloid
stabilization is another field of growing importance in which polyelectrolytes can be
used. Specifically, by attaching the polyelectrolyte chains to a surface at a sufficient
surfac(^ coverage, the chains will stretch out, and we obtain a polyelectrolyte brush
on that, surface. If two such surfaces are brought together, they will repel, l)oth
from steric interactions and from electrostatic interactions. Let us analyze what
research has been done in this area.
Before we look at charged polymer brushes, we should first look at their neutral
counterpart: uncharged brushes. Patel, Tirrell, and Hadziioannou [38] adsorbed
a layer of poly (vinyl pyridine)-polystyrene block copolymer to a mica surface. In
toluene, the poly(vinyl pyridine) block adsorbs to the surface and adopts a highly
compact configuration, while the polystyrene block extends into the solvent. This
allowed them to consider only the polystyrene block when determining the layer
thickness. When they measured the force-distance profile for two such surfaces
coming together, they found that as the two brush layers came tog(!ther, thciv. was
a steric repulsion which depended on the size of the polystyrene block. Soon after
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ihv,Hv. (experiments, Marra and Hair [39] performed similar experiments on adsorbed
poly(ethylene oxide)-polystyrene bloek copolymers. For this block copolymer, the
poly(ethylene oxide) adsorbed to the mica in the same manner as the poly(vinyl
pyridin(e) had, but in this case, the toluene was a good solvent for th(^ anchoring
block, as well as the extending polystyrene block. The prohles, liow(>ver, were
very similar to those previously rceported. However, in addition to toluene as the
solv(>nt, they also tried a toluene-heptane mixture as the solvent, where heptane is
a poor solvent for both the poly(ethylene oxide) and the polystyrene blocks. They
found that the quality of the solvent did mdv.v.d have a profound effect on the force
I)roHl(> between th(! adsorbed layers. In addition, they noted that for th(> mixed
solvent, l,h(! comi)ressi()ii and separation force i)rofiles showed some hysteresis for
tlu; "bet,t(;r than 0 solvent", which th(!y attributed to the relaxation of i)()lym(;r
bridging between the surfaces.
In addition to the neutral brushes, there has also been some experimental work
perfornicd on poly(!l(!ctrolyte brushes. For example, Lubetkin [50] i)(!rforrned ex-
periments using poly (vinyl alcohol) adsorbed on mica surfaces in a concentrated
aqueous salt solution (1.0 x 10~^M KCl). As previously seen for neutral brushes,
the force profiles for the polyelectrolyte brushes show a hysteresis, which yi(4ds
repeatable results after the third separation of the surfaces. Unlike the previously
mentioned experiments, these results were plotted on a semi-log plot, which shows
that for the first compression, tli(> force rises sharply at larger surface; separation,
thou l(>vels off somewhat to a gentle rise in the force for intermediate separations,
and finally rises more sharply once again for short separations. For the third com-
pression and separation, however, the final sharp rise in the force; profile is no longer
seen. A more detailed analysis, however, was performed by Luckham and Kl(>in [47]
for poly(L-lysinc) adsorbed to a mica surface in a potassium nitrat(> (KNO.i) solu-
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tion. The shape for the first compression and hysteresis for the following separation
and for further compression/separation cycles were the same as for the poly(vinyl
alcohol) brushes, for both a concentrated salt solution (1.0 x IQ-^M) as well as for
a less concentrated solution (1.0 x lO'^M). They further analyzed the shape of the
curves to determine that the sharp rise in the force at larger distances corresponds
to a profile of F ~ exp(-«:D), while the more gentle rise was a "slowing down"
of the electrical double-layer overlap, while a steric compression of the adsorbed
polyelectrolyte occurs. This latter effect was never quantified, however.
Although there has been much experimental work performed on polyelectrolyte
brushes, most of the theoretical work that has been published has dealt with neu-
tral polymer brushes. One of the most popular theories on this subject has been
developed by Milner, Witten, and Gates [25]. By using a self-consistent field (SCF)
method, they calculate the profile of a neutral brush attached to one surface in the
"classical limit", corresponding to a strongly stretched brush at sufficiently high
surface grafting of polymer chains. Since the chains should exhibit translational
invariance parallel to the surface, they can model the brush in one dimension, per-
pendicular to the surface. They also assume the effective potential to be parabolic,
which in turn leads to a parabolic brush profile. While this is an improvement
over scaling theory approaches which use estimations of a step profile, this also
was not suflficient in simulating a polymer brush. This is evident from an exper-
iment performed by Kent, et. al. [17] in which they measured the density profile
for Langmuir monolayers of polydimethylsiloxane-polystyrene block copolymers in
ethyl benzoate. With the polydimethylsiloxane block adsorbing to the liquid-air
interface, and the polystyrene block extending into the liquid phase, they used
reflectivity to measure the density of the polystyrene blocks as a function of the
distance from the surface. They found that both a depletion layer (lower density
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near the surface) and an exponential tail (smoother density profile than parabolic
when farther away from the surface) were evident from the results. In fact, some of
the best results were seen using a skewed Gaussian curve to fit the data, as opposed
to a parabolic curve, even when a depletion layer and exponential tail were added
separately. However, the best results came from direct self-consistent field calcu-
lations. For example, Muthukumar and Ho [28] solved the Edwards path integral
representation of the brush using a self-consistent algorithm. They were even able
to incorporate excluded volume of the chains, both positive and negative, as well as
an attractive or repulsive potential between the chains and the surface, thus giving
a very accurate density profile for a brush on one wall under compression from
either a bare wall or another brush-covered wall. These calculations were able to
show both the depletion layer and the exponential tail as seen in the experiments.
Unfortunately, all of this work has been performed on neutral polymer brushes,
not polyelectrolyte brushes. For the charged systems, Pincus [41] used a scaling ap-
proach to model polyelectrolyte brushes grafted onto two opposing surfaces. How-
ever, the force profiles arising from this method do not correspond to the measured
profiles already described above. On the other hand, most theories [42,45,46] use
a self-consistent field approach, and assume that the effective potential exhibits a
parabolic profile, similar to the neutral brush case of Milner, Witten, and Gates [25].
Although this assumption has already been shown to be incorrect, the force pro-
files calculated by Miklavic and Marcelja [45] have a similar shape as that seen in
the previously discussed experimental work. However, since direct self-consistent
field calculations for polyelectrolytes have not been performed, similar to those of
Muthukumar and Ho [28] for neutral brushes, these are the best results available
to date.
In this chapter, we investigate the density and repulsive force profiles for poly-
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electrolyt(> brushes. Specifically, we propose using a techiii(iu(> (U^veloped by von
Goeler and Muthukumar [51] to model an unconstrained polyelectrolyte brush. If
we assume Debye-Hiickel interactions for th(> charges in the system, and that each
chain will (!xhibit a similar density profile, then we can also assume that there will be
uniform planes of charge due to the brush profile similarity. This allows tlu; int(>gra-
tion out of the directions parallel to the surface, leaving a one-dimensional analog
to our })rush, perpendicular to the surface. We can then perform a one-dimensional
random walk to simulate the brush, allowing it to interact self-consistently in its
own field, screened by the salt in the system. Instead of one surface covered with
the })rush, however, we can simulate two surfaces covered by the brush and con-
strain(Hl betwcu^n the surface at a specific distance. By calculating the free energy
of th(; confined brush as a function of tlu; distance betwecm the surfaces, we can
then determine the force profile for a given salt solution. In addition, by following
the density distributions, w(nghted by their statistical and energetic probabilities,
we can also determine the density profiles of these brushes.
3.2 Continuous Chain Model for Polyelectrolyte Brushes
B(^fore we begin explaining thv. theory of the poly(>lectrolyte brush in a salt
solution, we must compare this model with that of a simple polyelectrolyte solu-
tion, as in our previous sections. As before, we have a number of charged polymer
chains, with its corresponding counterions, immersed in a solvent with additional
salt added. However, in this case one end of each chain will be attached to a solid
surface, or "wall" , which will not allow any penetration from a component of the
system. In the case of an unconstrained brush, there is only one wall, and all seg-
ments of the polymer (aside from the one segment attached to the wall) will be on
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one side of the wall, surrounded by solvent molecules, conterions, and various salt
ions. For our system, we have two constrained brushes, with both walls having at-
tached polymer chains extending into the area between the walls, again surrounded
by the other chemical species. Since one of the units of each polymer chain has a
fixed location, we cannot use a mean-field approach for the polymer units, as we
cannot assume a random distribution of segments throughout our observed volume.
Th(ir(!fore, we will not use Flory-Huggins theory, as before. However, if we separate
the mobile, or "free"
,
chemical species from the "fixed" polymer, we will assume
that the "free" molecules will be randomly distributed. While at first glance this
seems to allow the use of Debye-Hiickel theory, the charged polymer is not in-
clud(Hl, so we cannot use the theory as previously defined. However, if we group
all of the mobile chemical species into a "background medium"
, then w(> can use
Debye-Hiickel theory to characterize a screening length for the background, k, then
let the charged polymer interact with itself through the medium. While we are
changing our own theory a bit in doing this, it is still a reasonable asumption.
We will adapt a theory initially proposed by von Goeler and Muthukumar [51]
to describe our system, composed of charged polymer chains grafted at one end
to one of two parallel, planar, uncharged surfaces which are suspended in a salt
solution. A picture of the system is given in Figun^ 3.1. Each chain is assumed
to have an identical contour length, L = Nl, where is the iiumb(>r of segments
in each chain and I is the length of each segment. Also, each segment is assumed
to carry an identical charge, and the charge is evenly distributed throughout
the chain. Each surface has an identical uniform grafting density, a, or number
of chains per unit area, and the density is assumed to be; large enough to cause a
brush configuration for the polyelectrolyte, where the chains will be extended away
from the wall. We finally define a Cartesian coordinate system by 2 = 0 at one of
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tho surfaces and z = D the other, with the z axis perixMulieular to the surfaces;
tiie X and y axes ar(> paralkil to the surfaces.
All s(>gnient-segment interactions are assumed to h;vve two separate^ parts: Ihv
short-ranged excluded volume interactions, of strength ,/;/, and ilu^ h)ng-ranged
screened Coulombic interactions, of strength
f
= '-^^ wh(U(> again fj =
'
and £ is the di(>lectric constant for the solvent, and range k"', where k is again
the Debye screening huigth, as defined in (2.45) but using only the mobiU^ (non-
polymer) charges. W(> will r(^present the i"' polymer chain as a continuous curve,
where the position of a given part of the chain is R,:(,s) and ,s is the arc-length
param(>ter for tlu^ chain along the chain's contour l(>ngth, with 0 < ,s < L. The
connectivity of a giv(>n chain and the inter-segment interactions between units of
that chain wit h units from bot h t he same chain and oI Ikm- chains are now a function
of the configurations of all of the chains in Ihv. syst(>m, {R,(,s)}, and is giv(Mi by i Uv
Edward's llamiltonian:
^EE f' ds f^is^vm^^^ (;u)2
, ^
Ji) Jo
wlicre the first term represents the connectivity of the i"' cliain and t he second term
represents the segment-segment interactions, with:
l/lR.(,s) - R,(.s')l = »M[R.(s) - R,(.v')] + f'^'^iyt^gj"'"' (3.2)
where these terms represent the exchided vohime and schmmuhI Coulombic iiil(M;u:-
tions, respectively.
Th(^ prol)al)iHty ofn^ah/ing a giv(ni configuration of chains is given by BoU-zmann
statistics:
P[{R,(,s)}] = ^-^exp(-//[{R.(.s)}]) (3.3)
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where Z is the partition function for this system;
Z =
I i:)[R^(s)]exp(-//[{R,(5)}]). (3.4)
Using Z, we find the free energy to be
F=-llnZ
(3.5)
and ther(!fore the repulsive force between the two surfaces, /, is given by:
/=-^- (3.6)
Now we turn our attention to the configuration of a chain for our system. For a
brush, one of the ends of the chain must be a grafting point, which we will denote as
Ri(0), and will be attached to one of the two walls, either ^,(0) = 0 or ^^(0) ^ D.
All other points on the chain must be located somewhere between the walls, or
0 < Zi{s) < D for 0 < 5 < L. As each chain is a separate entity, we can see
that (3.4) is a functional integral over the set of all chains in our system, which all
conform to our boundary equations just described. Using the probability function
given in (3.3), we can find the density profile of our brushes:
(/>(r))
-Z-'Ylj D[^r{^)] ds6[^^{s) - r] exp(-//[{R,(5)}]) (3.7)
where the sum is over all chains on both walls. For our calculations, it is possible
to use a discretized version of (3.7) to calculate our density profiles for the polyelec-
trolyte, modelling the chains as a random walk in three dimensions. However, such
a calculation would be excessively time-consuming. We note, however, that if all
of the grafted chains are assumed to have the same or similar configurations, then
only the density fluctuations perpendicular to the surfaces are of any real inter-
est, since there are many other chains surrounding any given chain. Therefore, to
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mako oiir problem more tractable, we will assume that we have a uniform (Uuisity
distribution parallel to the surfaces. This is a reasonable assumption if we have a
sufficuaitly high density of grafted chains, which we have alr(>ady assumed to be true
for any brush system. Using this assumption, we can look at a single pair of chains
interacting with their own field, as opposcnl to all of the; chains siiruiltan(M)usly,
and assume planes of charge parallel to the surfaces, arising from ihv. olhv.i chains
in the system. Furth(!rmore, we can now r(!define our three-dimensional chains as
one-dimensional contiiuious chains, which are allowed to fold back on thems(;lves,
perpendicular to the surfaces. Finally, all interactions between segments are also
taken to be in one dimension. To convert our equations into their oncvdimensional
(K|uival(!nts, we will integrate over the directions parallel to the surfaces. Thus, we
can transform our Hamiltonian, (3.1), to:
kEE f' dsf' ,IJV[z.(s) - Zi(s')] (3.8)
2
.
.
0 ./()
whore the sogmont-segmont interactions are now:
V[zi{s) - z,{s')] = y^[2,(.v) - 2,(,s')] + ^exp(-K,|z,;(,s) - z.,{s')\) (3.9)
with Y/; and v both pr()i)ortional to the grafting (hnisity and their original counter-
w = afw (3.10)
V = 2'iTal''v. (3.11)
It should also be noted that the sums in (3.8) are now only for a singl(> pair of
chains, with one grafted on each surface, directly opposite each other. We can also
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transform our density profile, (3.7), to one dimension as well:
{p{z)) = Z~^^Jd[z,{s)] l'dsS[z,{s) - z]eM-H[{z,{s)}]) (3.12)
where the one-dimensional partition function is now:
Z = j D[R,{s)]exp{~H[{z,{s)}]) (3.13)
with {zi{s)} being the pair of chains under observation. The equations for the free
energy, (3.5), and the repulsive force, (3.6), are unchanged, except that they are
now defined in only the z direction.
It should be noted that the assumption of a uniform distribution of chain seg-
ments, and therefore uniform planes of charge parallel to the surfaces, is only valid
if the grafting density is sufficiently large. If the mean spacing between the graft-
ing sites is more than the height of the brush, this assumption breaks down, as the
chains are no longer in a "brush" configuration, but instead a "mushroom" config-
uration. If this happens, we can no longer assume a uniform plane of charge at a
given distance from one of the surfaces, since there will be regions where there can-
not be any chain segments. By assuming that we are working with a polyelectrolyte
brush, however, avoids these concerns completely.
3.3 Random Walk Approximation and Computational Enu-
meration
Now that we have the one-dimensional continuous chain equations, , we need to
convert them to equations for two discretized, one-dimensional random walks, one
from each surface, to be used in our Monte-Carlo simulations. First, we will redefine
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s and z in terms of the contour length and Gaussian chain size, respectively:
m ^ ' (3.14)
z
^ (3.15)NH
and we will assume our segment length, /, to be 1, for convenience. This now lets
us use .b- and z as dimensionless parameters which may only have integer values.
Because each segment is connected to the previous one, the positions must be
related by z{s + 1) = z{s) ± 1 since it must move exactly one unit in either the
positive or negative ^-direction with equal probability. We will define our boundary
conditions to be that no segment may exist at the wall, ^(s) 7^ 0 and z{s) ^ D with
the exception of the grafted end, s = 0. Therefore, we can effectively ignore the
grafted segment of each chain and simply let 1 < ,s < iV and only allow positions of
1 < z < - 1) for those segments. Because the grafted segment must be at either
z{0) = 0 or 2(0) = D depending upon which wall the chain is grafted, the first
recognized segment, .s = 1 must be at 2(1) = 1 or 2(1) = (D-1), respectively. In
addition, since we know that we may not allow the following segment, s = 2, to go
back into the wall, its location must be at z{2) = 2 or 2(2) = [D -2), respectively.
Finally, for each subsequent segment thereafter, 3 < s < N, if that segment is
adjacent to the wall, z{s) = 1 or z{s) = (D — 1), the following segment must move
away from the wall, z{s + 1) = 2 or z{s + 1) = (D - 2), respectively. Since the
random walk would probabilistically hit the surface half of the time, we can speed
up our calculations by forcing the correct step direction while the weighting factor
for the chain, exp{-H[{z^}]), where H[{z^}] is again defined by (3.8), is multiplied
by ^. This is effectively the same as generating two equally probable chains, one of
which hits the surface, and then throwing out that chain while keeping the chain
with the allowed configuration, now of only "half strength"
.
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Once a pair of chains have been built, one attached to each wall, we can find
the density distribution for that specific pair by simply counting the total number
of units at each allowed value of z:
right AT
Pm{z) = E E^^,^.. (3.16)
ii=leftj=l
where the i index corresponds to which surface a chain is attached, the j index
corresponds to the s value along that chain, and 5,,,^. is the Dirac delta function.
It should be noted the the subscript m corresponds to a specific configuration pair,
as opposed to the average or overall values, as in (3.12). For a given configuration
pair, we can find the Hamiltonian in terms of the assumed configurations. However,
since we will be generating a large number of configuration pairs, we can also define
the Hamiltonian for that pair to be that of a pair of chains in the presence of a
potential field:
i J s s'
= \T.T.Pm{^)^m{z~z')pM) (3.17)
•z z'
where we are now using our discrete model, and Vm{z — z') is given by:
V
Vm{z - z') = w5z,z' + ^ exp(-K|2 - z'\). (3.18)
and the connectivity, and therefore the entropy, of the chains are implicitly defined
through the large sampling of random configurations. It should also be noted that
the potential field arises from the distribution of chain segments, and therefore the
distribution of charges, for the given configuration pair. For z = 2', we have to be
very careful to avoid self interaction, or a given chain segment interacting, through
either term in (3.18), with itself. In order to avoid this, we simply subtract 1 from
the total number of segments for one of the segment densities at a given location
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when z — z'
,
giving us:
Em\{z^{s)}\ = Y.Pm{z)Vm{z-z')p^{z') +
z<z'
Pm{z)Vm{0)[pm{z) - 1] (3.19)
where the double counting in the first term has been avoided by requiring z< z'.
The overall density distribution of chain segments may then be calculated by aver-
aging over the ensemble of random walk pairs:
w
(Pi^)) = Z^' Pm{z) exp(-^^[{^,(s)}]) (3.20)
where the weighting factor is now in terms of the potential, Em, instead of the
Hamiltonian, Hm, and the new partition sum is now:
ZE = Y.^M~Em[{z^{s)}]) (3.21)
m
and both equations (3.20) and (3.21) have summations over the total number of
generated random walk pairs, W. The reason we can use the potential instead of
the Hamiltonian is that since the connectivity and interaction terms are additive
in the Hamiltonian, they are separable, and become prefactors to the summations,
and therefore cancel out in (3.20). This also conveniently avoids some of the ap-
proximations used in the mean-field theory. By using (3.21), we can calculate the
free energy of a configuration pair, F, as well as the repulsive force between the
surfaces, ,/', by (3.5) and (3.6), respectively. It should be noted that the free energy
will not be the same for Ze, in terms of the potential field only, as it would be for
our original Z, in terms of the full Hamiltonian:
Z = ZqZe (3.22)
where Zq arises from the connectivity of the pairs of chains and is assumed to be
separable from the potential part, Ze- However, the force will be the same, as it
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only depends upon the change in free energy, which will have the connectivity as
an added factor. If we perform the summation over a large number of configura-
tion pairs, this sum will approximate an exact enumeration. We must be careful,
however, to ensure that we generate enough configuration pairs to contain those
near the free energy minimum; if the chains are normally highly stretched, we need
to ensure that those stretched configuratione are generated in our simulations. As
will be shown in the next section, however, this is not the case for our system.
3.4 Polyelectrolyte Brush Simulations and Analysis
In the course of our polyelectrolyte brush simulations, we modelled pairs of
chains of various sizes, ranging from 16 to 128 segments. However, the best results
from our simulations were mostly for chains of length 32 units, for determining
density profiles, and 40 units, for determining force profiles. All results presented
below will assume these values for their respective profiles. Also, for each simulation
we built a total of = 10^ pairs of random walks to calculate our average density
and force profiles. While it is possible that this number may not be sufficient for
some systems, we will soon see that for our system, this number is sufficient.
Our computational routine was tested by calculating a neutral (Gaussian) chain,
v = 0, of length = 400 with varying strengths of the excluded volume interac-
tions, w, and comparing the values with Muthukumar and Ho's published results
[28]. The results show the routine to be accurate within reasonable expectations.
For the purpose of our calculations, however, we assume that there is no excluded
volume interactions {w = 0). This is a reasonable assumption, as the Coulombic
forces at such short ranges will normally overshadow any excluded volume inter-
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actions. In addition, we have set the strength of the Coulombic niteractions to bo
V = 2~^' in all of our simulations.
3.4.1 Density Profiles
First, we will analyze the density distribution, (p(z)), for our system. For
the following discussion, we will assume our chain length to be = 32. In our
simulations, similar profiles have been found for other chain lengths, as well. A
plot some of the density profiles for = 32 can be seen in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
At large surface separation, eg. D = 32, and short Debye screening lengths,
eg. K = 2^-^ the charges on the chain are highly screened. Therefore, we find a
Gaussian-like density profile for each chain, as shown in Figure 3.2a for the higher
values of k,. As we increase the Debye screening length, eg. k = 2''\ we find the
chain exhibiting self-repulsion between its similarly charges units at short ranges,
thus causing a more stretched out density profile, as can be seen for smaller values
of K in Figure 3.2a and larger values of k, in Figure 3.2b. This behavior has been
well described by von Goeler and Muthukumar in their paper on single-surface
polyelectrolyte brushes. However, if we continue to increase the screening length
even more, eg. k = 2~^, each pair of polyelectrolyte chains begin to exhibit inter-
chain rei)ulsion, in addition to the intra-chain repulsion. In order to minimize the
free energy of the chains, the chains adopt a "pancake" configuration; the "left"
and "right" chains are both collapsed onto their respective surfaces. This can be
seen for the smaller values of k, in Figure 3.2b. One possible explanation for this
is that since the Debye screening length is on the order of the size of the. surface
displacement (or larger), the chains on each surface are not only interacting with
charged units in its own chain, as in the intermediate case, but now interact with
charged units from the other chain, as well. As one chain is now r(;p(>ll(Kl by the
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other chain, the two chains minimize this energy by keeping as far away from the
other chain (and therefore, the other surface) as possible. This causes the chains to
flatten themselves against their respective grafted surface, i.e. adopt the "pancake"
configuration.
At small surface separation, eg. D = 14, the chains are now confined in an even
smaller gap, such that at short screening lengths, eg. k = the chain units are
evenly distributed across almost the entire separation. This is also explained by
the pairs of chains minimizing their free energy by extensive interpenetration such
that a uniform density can be achieved, thus minimizing the system's free energy.
Wh(>n th(> screening length is increased, eg. k, = 2"^, the "pancake transition" is
once again seen, and the chains begin to separate from each other and collapse onto
their respective surfaces. These effects can be seen in Figure 3.3. Further increases
in the screening length simply sharpen the density profiles.
3.4.2 Force Profiles
We will now examine the effect of the surface separation, D, and the inverse
Debye screening length, ac, on the repulsive force between the brush-filled surfaces.
For these calculations, we will assume our chain length to be TV = 40.
A plot of the repulsive force, /, as a function of the surface separation, D, is
shown in Figure 3.4. It should be noted that due to finite size effects, data calculated
below D = 12 is highly suspect. As these curves seem to show an expon(>ntial
profile, we have combined the two graphs in a semi-log plot, Figure 3.5, confirming
our observations. We can also see that the slope of each curve in Figure 3.5 is
somehow dependent on its respective value of thus:
/ - e^^[-o{K)D] (3.23)
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which can also be (l(>finod as:
d{\n /•)
~dD~ ^ ''^''^ (3.24)
with .V lK>ing some unknown function of Now, using this
.uiuation, wc can
determine the k dependence of the force profile. If we plot the calculatcul slope
of each curve in Figure 3.5 against their corresponding value of k, as shown in
Figure; 3.Ga, we find a power law dependence on k,, shown in Figure 3.Gb to Ix-
a{K) ~
(3 25)
In our plots, data obtained for N = 6A was also used to confirm our findings.
Therefore, substituting (3.25) into (3.23), we find:
/ ~ exp(-/lK5D). (3.26)
where A is some unknown constant of proportionality.
This r(;sult seems to be in direct disagreement with the Guoy-Chapman theory,
which states that two charged walls in the presence of salt experience a repulsive
force of:
fee ~ exp{-KD). (3.27)
There are, however, two important points that distinguisli these two theories. First,
our system consists of long, charged chains attached to a neutral surface, as opposed
to a flat, charged surface. For intermediate values of D and intermediate to large
values of k in our simulations (e.g. k - 2"^ - 2+^), the chains exhibit a Gaussian
profile, so the polyelectrolyte brush system is not equivaknit to the Guoy-Chapman
system. Second, even for low values of k where we observe a "pancake" configu-
ration, we must also note that the two walls are held very cl()S(> togetlun- in our
analysis, with a maxinnim separation of only twice tlu; chain knigth. Thus, if we
assuuK^ intermediate; values of D, which is the basis for (3.2G), the Guoy-Chapman
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limit of large D is not applicable. In addition, in Figure 3.5, larger values of k
{k = 2-'~ 2+2) do show a sharper slope for large values of D, which may well give
results similar to the Guoy-Chapman theory. However, the results for large D in
our systems were very noisy, so no analysis in this range was possible.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter examines the force and monomer density profiles between two
similarly charged polyelectrolyte brushes. The case of two parallel, planar brushes
with high grafting density on a neutral surface is considered. Specifically, the
effect of electrolyte solutions on the density profile and repulsive force between is
examinined.
When the brush surface displacement is large, we find three possible monomer
density profiles, depending upon the Debye screening length of the electrolyte so-
lution. At short screening lengths, corresponding to a high salt concentration,
the monomer-monomer interactions are neutralized and the density profiles are
Gaussian-like. At intermediate screening lengths, the chains begin to stretch. In
this intermediate screening length regime, the chain configurations are controlled
primarily by chain-chain repulsions between chains grafted to the same surface. For
long screening lengths (compared with the seperation distance, D) the chains col-
lapse onto their respective grafting surfaces. In this long screening length regime,
the eflPect of long-ranged repulsions between chains grafted on opposing walls is
important. In this case, the chains' density distribution adopts a minimum free
energy "pancake" profile.
When the brush surface displacement is small, we see only two diflFerent density
profile regimes, depending upon the value of At short electrostatic screening
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lengths, we see a highly interpenetrating density profile which is fairly unifor
across the seperation distance. At large screening lengths, the chains collapse (as
in the case of large seperation distances) onto their respective grafting surfaces.
In the case of only repulsive short-ranged excluded volume forces (i.e. no electro-
static forces), the "pancake transition", as described above, is absent. At low values
of the excluded volume parameter, w, the brush density profiles are Gaussian-like.
At large values of w, the brushes become stretched. As the value of is increased,
the brushes become more and more stretched and the density profile tends to be-
come uniform accross the seperation distance.
Calculations of the repulsive force (a.k.a. stabilization force) between the two
grafted polyelectrolyte brushes show an exponential dependence upon the sepera-
tion distance. Monte Carlo analysis shows that within an intermediate seperation
distance regime, / ~ ex\){-AK2D). In addition, the repusive force between the
surfaces is linearly dependent on ^ (~ ji^)-
In the present model, we assume a constant value of k throughout the entire
volume between the opposing surfaces, neglecting local fluctuations in k. This
approximation is valid when the local charge density is not large. Thus, in the
"pancake" regime, where the polyelctrolyte density is large near the surfaces, the
actual density profile may vary somewhat from the results presented here due to
variations in k. near the surfaces. Also, the use of a one-dimensional model assumes
that density fluctuations in the directions parallel to the surfaces are negligible.
This assumption is valid when the grafting density is large. While it has been
pointed out that parallel density fluctuations do exist [35], we believe that they do
not substantially aff"ect our results.
While preliminary force measurements between polyelectrolyte brushes [47] - [50]
are consistent with the above results, direct quantitative comparison with experi-
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ment is difficult for several reasons. First, m most cases, the charge density on the
polyelectrolyte chains is not known exactly. For example, as the density profiles
change, the degree of ionization may change correspondingly. Furthermore, typical
force measurement experiments calculate the planar brush force profile by using the
results of a somewhat different geometery (e.g. crossed cylindrical). Additionally,
the forces observed in experiment may result partially from nonequilibrium (effects;
the relaxation time for a compressed brush in the overlapped regime may be large
compared with experimental time scales. Clearly, more work, both theoretical and
experimental, is needed in these important areas.
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Uncharged Surface
A
Polyelectrolyte Chain
Electrolyte Solution
Figure 3.1. Pictorial representation of our polyelectrolyte brush system.
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Figure 3.3. Density profiles for small surface separation, D = 14, and more con-
centrated electrolyte solutions, k = 2"*"^-2"^.
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